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* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation
(ASF) under one * or more contributor license
agreements. See the NOTICE file * distributed
with this work for additional information *
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regarding copyright ownership. The ASF
licenses this file * to you under the Apache
License, Version 2.0 (the * "License"); you may
not use this file except in compliance * with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License
at * * * * Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, * software distributed
under the License is distributed on an * "AS IS"
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF ANY * KIND, either
express or implied. See the License for the *
specific language governing permissions and
limitations * under the License. */ /*! * \file
mesh_types.h * \brief Function types used for
mesh generation. */ #pragma once #include
#include TVM_REGISTER_GLOBAL("tvm.py
torch.mesh") //=======================
==================================
===================== //: Function type
used in `num_outputs()` for computing num
outputs. //===========================
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==================================
================= extern "C"
TVM_PY_DLL void* tvm_n_outputs(const int*
input, const int* input_shape, int num_
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for some reason). You can add notes and share
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without the need of extra script help. In this
post, we have download this app and get the
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accessed or used to create an animation. 1 Feb
2018:. He wondered why someone would make
such a 'love-handmade' piece of paper.. You
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life and with a passion for anything you are
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